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Abstract

Recent work to update regulations for ice.class ships has resulted in, amongst other

things. new methods for dimensioning ice-class propellers. These methods have

focussed on the more traditional propeller geometty and arrangements so that

unconventional designs. such as higtdy skewed propeller blades and azimuthing

propellers. have been excluded and must be treated as special cases. Also, elements of

the design methods are based on limited empirical sources and as such need testing,

verification. and perhaps modification.

To address some of these issues. an experimental investigation was undertaken in the

ice tank at the Institute for Marine Dynamics (1MD) using two different propeller

models. A model of the propeller on the passenger ferry MY Caribou was tested

specifically to investigate a highly skewed propeller underiee loading over a range of

operating and icc conditions. The second propeller tested was a more conventional

icc-class propeller from the R-Class icebreaker. The R·Class propellcr model was

tcsted over a wide range of operating conditions to give loading charactcristics in all

four quadrants. Such extreme loading might be experienced by fixed and controll~le

pitch propeUers in off.design conditions, and by azimuthing propellers. The set of

experiments involVing the R-Class prope!1er were done over a range of ice strength

conditions to examinc nominal ice strength variation effects on the propeller loads.
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Based on the experimental results it is concluded that a highly skewed propeller

behaves in a similar manner to that of a conventional ice-elass propeller> In addition,

the tests conducted in all four quadrants of propeller- operation concluded propellers

do not experience the greatest loads in quadrant I, which is currently used as the

design criterion. Rather, the largest loads are experienced in quadrants 2 and 3 and

modifications to CWTen[ design proposals should consider this detail.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objective & Scope of Work

Ships operating in the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions frequently encounter ice which

increases the load on their propulsion systems. During operation in ice-strewn waters

and during icebreaking, ice pieces tend to travel beneath the vessel hull and emerge at

the propeller where they come into contact with the propeller blades. The extent of

contact is dependent on various parameters including the propeller type, its depth of

submergence, the physical characteristics afme propeUer and the ice piece, as weU as

the operating condition of the vessel at the time of inleraction. The load experienced

by the propeller due to this contact can lead to propeller blades being damaged or

broken.
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In practice. regulations, such as the Finnish-Swedish Ice Class Rules and the

Canadian Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations (CASPPR), govern the

design of propellers and propulsion systems. The formulas used are based on a

prescribed ice torque. which is dependent on the ice class of the vessel. This ice

torque. in combination with a cantilever beam analysis of blade bending is used for

the design of propeller blades. These rules are inadequate as failures still occur and

they do not accurately represent the current state of knowledge.

In November of 1996 a research project was initiated by the Ocean Engineering

Research Centre. Memorial University of Newfoundland, the Institute for Marine

Dynamics, NRC. Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Marineering Ltd., and KaMeWa to

develop design and analysis methods for ice class propellers and their associated final

drive shafting. A portion of this research project was devoted to a model testing

program in [he ice tank.

The focus of this model testing program was [0 improve the understanding of the

theoreticaVnumerical modelling by providing experimental results to validate

theoretical predictions. In addition. the model testing program was carried out to aid

in filling in the gaps that exist in the current state of knowledge with respect to

propeHer.ice interaction. Two of these major areas include the loads experienced by

highly skewed propellers operating in ice and the loads experienced by propellers in

the four quadrants of propeller operation during interaction with ice. Prior to this

-2-



work, theR: were only a few experimental programs to investigate propeUer.> of any

type in ice and none that investigated propeUer-ice interaction in all four quadrantS.

The work reponed here presents the results for the model testing program conducted

in the ice basin at the Institute for Marine Dynamics, NRC. It is presented in four

chapters. Chapter 1 provides a general description of the problem, a brief discussion

of propeller geomeuy and a review of the relevant literature pertaining to propeUer

ice interaction. In Chapter 2, a dimensional analysis is conducted to determine

relevant variables involved in the problem, and the experimental set-up and test

program arc described in detaiL The experimental results are presented and discussed

in Chapter 3 and conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 4.

1.2 Propeller Geometry

The screw propeller is the most common fonn of propulsion in the marine indusuy: it

is a relatively simple device and is generaJly the most efficient (Harvald, 1983). An

engine produces power, which is converted by the propeller into a thrust force that

propels the vesseL The thrust and torque forces acting on a propeller blade are

iIlusu-ated in Figure L

-3-



ANNULAR
RAD!US .-

ELEMENT
IJIOTH 0.-

AXIS OF
_RP~I'p~ __

Figure 1: Thrust and Torque Forces acting on a PropeUeT Blade (after Harvald. 1983)

There have been various forms of sc~w propellers developed. but the main geometric

features have remained the same. Propellers can be thought of as a continuous series

of hydrofoil sections that are positioned radially and at varying angles ~Iative [0 a

reference. These hydrofoil sections are nm flat but curved. Definition of the hydrofoil

sectional shape in two dimensions is shown in Figure 2.

THICKNESS I 2
AMBER LINE

HORD LINE

P'RE:SSURE StDE (FACE:>

Figure 2: Hydrofoil Section
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For a propeller that has its hydrofoil sections based on airfoil sections, the hydrofoil

can be described using two dependent variables, camber and lhickness. and one

independent variable "x". The x-axis is defined as the straight line passing through the

leading edge and the trailing edge of the hydrofoil. The independent variable x can be

defined non-dimensionally as relative chord or ""x/CL" where x is the position along

the x-axis and CL is the chord length. The chord length of the hydrofoil in two

dimensions is the same as the arc length of the chord of a propeller blade in three

dimensions. For segmented sections, the baseline is the face and this is used for

definition rather than the chordline.

Rake, skew, and pitch define the relative position and angle of the hydrofoils to one

another along the blade. Rake defines the position of the hydrofoil forward or

backward relative to a plane perpendicular to the shaft axis and skew defines the

location of the hydrofoil perpendicular to the shaft axis as shown in Figure 3.

R"'KEANGLE:

~

Figure 3: Definition of Rake & Skew
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Figure 4 illustrates the velocities and forces on a blade section as it rotates in open

water. The hydrodynamic pitch angle is the effective pitch angle, which lakes into

account the effects on the fluid velocity due to the presence of the propeller (induced

velocity).

Figure 4: Velocities and Forces on a Propeller Section (from O'Brien, (962)

A complete propeller blade is defined by a series of hydrofoil sections with values of

pitCh, rake and skew at various values of rlR. More detailed descriptions of propeller

geometry and the forces acting on the blades are given by O'Brien (1962), Harvald

(1983) and Carlton (1994).
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1.3 Review of Work on Propeller-Ice Interaction

1.3.1 Previous Literature Reviews

Two extensive literature reviews have discussed the work perfonned in the field of

propeller-ice imeraction, JussiJa and Soininen (1991) and Veitch (1992). These

Literature reviews present detailed discussions of the theoretical work performed by

Jagodkin (963), (gnatjev (1964,1966). Belyashov and Shpakov (1983), Kotras ct aI.

(1985), Wind (1983), Gabel et aL (1979), and Chcmuka et aI. (1989) as well as

others.

In addition, discussions of experimental work at both full scale and model scale were

presented. The model scale experiments include those of Enkvist and Johansson

(1968), Edwards (1976), Okamoto et al. (1981a, 1981b, 1981c), Sasajima et aI.

(1981), Sasajima and Mustamaki (1984), Sasajima (1985), Bulat ct aI. (1985),

Lindroos and Bjorkestam (1986), and Kcinonen and Browne (1990). The full scale

experiments include those conducted onboard the RLluma I (Jussila., 1983), the SorJon

(Koskikivi and Kujala, 1985), the MJlI RolMn LeMeur (Duff et aI., 1985, Laskow ct

al., 1986), the MIS Oudingen (Jussila and Koskinen, 1989a 1989b, the Polar Star

(Anlonides et aI., 1981), the ceos Pierre Radison (Edwards ct aI .• 1981) and the

Karllu (Kannari, 1988).
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The Lilerature review presented with lhis thesis will concentrate on the more recent

work conducted in the field.

1.3.1 Review or Recent Work

Ice tank test programs have been conducted by Keinonen and Browne (1990),

Browne et aL (1991a, 1991b), Newbury et ai, (1993.1994) and Tamura etai, (1997).

Keinonen and Browne (1990) investigated propeller-ice interaction in quadrnnt I or

the forward operating condition. The test program included a systematic variation of

design and operational parameters, which involved using a model Kaplan propeller

tested as both an open and ducled propeller, variations in propeller pilch. ice

thickness, ice slfCngth, shaft speed, and forward speed. They concluded that the

hydrodynamic loading on the marine propeller might be just as large as the icc

contact loading. In addition, il was suggested that the method of superposition could

be applied to the problem of propeller-ice interaction, mearung the conlact load and

non<ontact load could be investigaled independently. Further data analysis was

conducted by Brown et aI. (199la. 1991b) and concluded thaI significant

hydrodynamic non-<onlact propeller loads occur during ice milling and can affect the

design and safely of marine propellers.

As pan of a joint research project arrangement (JRPA 1#6) between the Ministry of

Trade and Industry of the Republic of Finland and the Department of Transport of
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Canada to detennine the factors which affect propeUer-ice interaction. Newbury et aI.

(1993, 1994) used ice tank: tests to investigate the hydrodynamic non-contact load

component during propeller-ice interaction. Like Keinonen and Browne (1990). tests

were conducted with a Kaplan propeller model. which was also tested as an open

propeller. As well. the test program was developed to test a range of conditions which

included variations in forward speed. propeller rotational speed. size of ice block. and

ice sm:ngth. One of the blades was originally strain gauged in four places to measure

blade bending. but three of the gauges failed during the test program. In addition they

measured propeller shaft thrust and torque at a sampling rate of sao Hz for the

majority of the tests. The model experiments provided measurements for shaft thrust

and torque and blade pressures during propeller operation in the blocked flow

condition. The test program involved ice milling tests in both water and air to

determine the hydrodynamic component of the load by subtracting one from the

other. Based on their results. they concluded that there was a significant

hydrodynamic component to the torque and thrust during milling and that the method

of superposition put forth by Keinonen and Browne (1990) was justified

Prior to the work. presented in this thesis. the most recent ice tank work. on propeller

ice interaction was conducted by Tamura et ai. (1997). The experimental study

investigated dueted propeHers and the loads experienced during interaction with ice.

To investigate the phenomena. the total load on a blade was divided into four

components and experiments were developed to investigate each component.
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FlOl:aI =Fir;e+ FllydRl +FiAcnia ! +FiD<rtia2

where: Ficc is the load due to the breaking of an ice block

Flly<lro is the hydrodynamic load due to the presence of ice

FiI>erlial is the load due to inertia of the total ice mass

Fiaonial is the load due to inertia of the added mass of ice

[11

An extensive test program was initiated which involved experiments in both air and

water where the ice and propeller made contact, and a similar test where the ice and

propeller were in close proximity but no contact was made. The test program was

developed in an attempt to separate the different load components, so that each

component could be investigated more easily and superposition could be used to

determine the total load. The load components contained in the various tests are as

shown in Table 1 below.

Ice Contact Test in Water

Ice Contact Test in Air
Ice Blockage Test in Water

Ice Strength Changing Test in Water

Ice Strength Changing Test in Air

F..
X
X

X
X

F
X

X
X

x X
X

X X
X

Table 1: Ice Load Components Contained in Various Tests (from Tamura et aJ., 1991)
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The tests focused on operation in quadrant 1 and used a dueted propeUer modeL To

measure pressure, bending moment and spindle torque. one of the propeller blades

was instrumented with pressure and strain gauges. As well, shaft thrust and torque

were measured using a dynamometer.

1bis work:: concluded that for thrust. the inertia force component was by far the largest

load component and the ice failure force was small in comparison. As well, lhe

hydrodynamic force increases thrust while the others decrease it over the range of

parameters investigated. For torque it was found that the ice failure component was

highly dependent on ice strength and the largest of the force components, with the

hydrodynamic component second.

To provide insight into the mechanics of ice failure in propeller.ice tests, which had

been the weak:: point in ice tank tests. a number of laboratory experiments were

designed. The results from these experiments have been reponed by Belyashov

(1993), Veitch and Kivela (1993), and Soininen et aI. (1995).

Belyashov (1993) conducted tests in which fresh water ice specimens were cut by flat

indenters simulating the leading edge of propeller blades. The experiments examined

me contact on the pressure side of the blade and investigated cutting angles ranging

from 20° to 100°. The cutting tools were similar to the pressure side cutting tools

illustrated in Figure S. The cutting angle represents the local angle of attack of a blade



section with respect to the ice. 1be experiments were designed to investigate the

mechanics of ice fracture inflicted by the indenters, as well as to investigate the

contact zone between the propeller- blade and the ice block. This work expanded on

previous work (Belyashov and Shpakov, 1983) and presented a method for

calculating ice loads encountered by propeller- blades due to contact on the pressure

side of the blade based on the experiments.

2-!laU>OE
SECTION

SUCTtDN
SIDE

PRESSURE
SrDE

/JI
SUCTION SIDE: TOOL

Figure 5: Blade cutting geometry represented by cutting tools (from Veitch, (995)

Similar ice cutting experiments. using natural sea ice, were conducted by Veitch and

Kivell!. (1993) which extended the range of cutting angles past the pressure side

geometry and into the suction side geometry. An illuslnltion of the cutting tools used

in their laboratory experiments is shown in Figure 5 above. From their work:, it was

concluded that contact occurs a[ the leading edge of the blade. [n addition, they
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concluded that the predominant ice failure mechanism for pressure side tests was

spatting and for the suction side tests the failure mc:chanism was dependent on the

cutting angle. For lower angles, ice failed by spatting. mediwn angles saw a

combination of crushing and spalling. and higher angles saw a combination of

crushing. spaJling and splitting. As well. they presented an empirical relationship

between contact pressure and cutting angle. which was later used as the basis for a

model to predict blade forces due to ice contact (Veitch. 1995).

Similar, yet more elaborate experiments were conducted by Soininen et aI. (1995) to

investigate: the pressure distribution on propeller blades under ice contact. Their

experimental set-up consisted of a test rig supponing a large pendulum mechanism

with an instrumented cutting tool attached. The cutting tool had a shape similar to the

leading edge of a propeller blade: on the car ferry MIS Gtldingen. The diameter of the

real propeller is 2m and the geometry was taken from the relative radius of rlR =- 0.8.

From their experiments, they concluded that the face (pressure side) of the blade

hardly experienced any loads as flaking or spaDing took place before any real contact

developed on the face. The load tended to act on the back (suction side) of the blade.

Both of these conclusions agreed with the results obtained by Veitch and Kivela

(1993).

The biggest concern with the experiments conducted by both Soininen et aI. (1995)

and Veitch and Kivelii (1993) involved the thickness of the ice layer that was cut off.
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To illustrate the problem. Figure 6 is provided below. In both experimental programs.

me cuts were done on lhe edge of me ice sheet causing an asymmetry in the boundary

conditions as shown in Figure 6(a). This asyuuoetIy caused the load to be

concentrated on the suction side of the tool. [t would have been beneficial [0 conduct

additional tests wim more symmetrical boundary conditions. as shown in Figure 6(b).

to investigate how the pressure would have been distributed over the pressure and

suction sides of the blade.

ICE

;,;

'"'

ICE
CONSTRAINT

ICE

;,;

'0'

INDENTOR

ICE
CONSTRAINT

Figure 6: Boundary Conditions for lce Cutting Tests

Based on the experimental work conducted by Veitch and Kivela (1993), Veitch

(1995) developed a propeller-ice contact model. To address the boundary condition

problem discussed above; he conducted some computational work using boundary

element methods to address the problem and extend the experimental results (Veitch,

1995). The computational work concluded that as the boundary conditions
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approached symmetry, the load became symmetrical about the initial contact point.

These results were combined with the experimental work to develop the propeller-icc

contact model. The model simulates a propeller and a submerged ice block coming

into contact and calculates the nydrodynamic and icc contact forces as well as the

forces and motion response of the icc block. Veitch (1995) presented predictions and

measurements for the UB Karhu propeller. Prediction results for a collection of other

propellers are presenting in Veitch (1999) and results from the simulation program

have been used by Bose et aI. (1998), Doucet et aL (1997), Veitch et aI. (1997) and

Veitch (1997).

Besides contact loads, propellers experience large hydrodynamic loads when the

inflow is blocked by ice pieces. This is most common with a dUCled propeller. where

the ice piece can become lodged in the duct, but it can also occur with an open

propeller, when the icc block becomes wedged between the propeller and the hull,

skcg or other Slnlcture. Shih & Zheng (1992,1993), Yamaguchi (1993), Bose (1996)

and Liu (in Robbins et aI., 1998) have investigated hydrodynamic effects of propeller

blockage.

As part of the JRPA fti, Shih and Zheng (1992) used a potential flow panel method to

predict the lift and drag on a twlHlimensionai hydrofoil passing close to a blockage in

the absence of an inflow past the blockage. Their work was later extended (Shih &

Zheng, 1993) to three dimensions to investigate propeller perfonnancc as an ice block
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moved with the inflow into the propeller disk. Yamaguchi (1993). using unsteady

lifting surface theory. made an attempt to predict propeller loading in an assumed

wake from a blockage. He found that thrust and torque coefficients were higher in

blocked now than in unifonn now.

Bose (1996) developed a three dimensional unsteady panel method to predict the

perfonnance of ice class propellers in a blocked flow. The method was used 10

investigate two conditions: a simplified inflow field to appro",imate a wake behind an

ice blockage and the same inflow field with panels upstream 10 represent an ice

blockage. The results from the panel method were compared with those obtained

from tests involving a model propeller in a similar blocked. flow (Luznik et aI., 1995).

From the comparison. it was noted that the panel method showed a good correlation

to the e",perimental work at nigher values of advance coefficient. but [ended to under

predict at lower values. When me gap between the propeller and the ice block was

investigated, the program correlated very well with the experimental results at larger

gaps but tended to over predict the thrust coefficient and under predict the torque

coefficients at smaller gaps. The author suggested that the model couJd be improved

by restricting the fluid velocities through the gap using a number of possible methods

as outlined in his conclusions_ Overall, the program represents a very good attempt at

theoretically modelling the hydrodynamic effects on propellers due to an ice

blockage. More recently. Liu rewrote this panel method code using his code

OSFBEM (Liu, 1996). He used his panel method to investigate blocked now only



(Robbins et al.. L998) and later included a method to predict the ice contact

component (Doucet et al.• L998).

Blade cavitation is also a concern for propellers operating in icy waters. As stated

previously. blockages can generate fast flows between the propeller blades and the ice

block. which creates low-pressure areas that result in the development of cavitation.

Walker et a1. (L994a. L994b. 1994c. and L9%) have examined hydrodynamic loads

and cavitation due to propeller blockage in cavitation tunnels. From this work it was

concluded that. even under atmospheric pressure. cavitation occurs during ice

blockage. Cavitation erosion under these conditions was investigated by Doucet

(1995).

Methods to design ice class propeUers have been presenled by Soininen et a1. (1997).

Katzmann and Andriushin (1997) and Bose et a1. (1998). The method put forth by

Soininen et al. (1997) derives from the JRPA ##6 work: and encompasses experimental.

theoretical and full-scale data to fonnulate lheir method for the design of ice class

propellers. The design methods presented Katzmann and Andriushin (1997) are based

mostly on full-scale experiences and a statistical evaluation of these experiences.

Their published work: discusses model experimental work but does not provide any

data from the model test program to compare with similar work:. Bose et a1. (L998)

present design methods based on a limit state analysis. The method accounts for

extreme hydrodynamic mean loads. oscillating hydrodynamic loads due 10 wake
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effects. residual ana cenlrifugal loads and unsteady loads due to ice (borh

hydrodynamic non-eontaet and contact). In addition they provide a method to

eltamine the exceptional load case, which would involve the load eltperienccd by a

propeller contacting ice while the propeller was stopped. The authors present a

detailed method for initial design and suggest that final designs should enrail a more

detailed stress analysis of the blade using finite element modelling. to identify the

position of maximum streSses where the design equation can be applied.

These methods have focussed on traditional propeller geometry and arrangemenLS so

that unconventional designs for ice-elass propellers. such as highly skewed propeller

blades, have been eltcluded and must be treated as special cases. Further, the methods

have focussed on the design operating conditions and have not put much emphasis on

off-design conditions where propellers receive the highest loads and in tum the most

damage. Also. elements of the design methods are based on limited empirical sources

and as such need testing. verification. and perhaps modification. To address these

issues, a model testing program in model ice aimed at coming to a better

understanding of loading on highly skewed ice-class propellers and on propellers

operating in off.<fesign conditions was undertaken. The resulLS from that experimental

test program are the focus of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Program

2.1 Objectives

The primary objectives of this chapter are [0 show the processes behind the

development of a lest program to investigate propeUer.icc: interaction. The first

section discusses a dimensional analysis to detennine the relevant variables to

consider with such a lest program. The remainder of the chapter presents the physical

requirements [0 examine propeller-ice interaction and the method by which the

problem was tackled.
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2.2 Design of Experiments

2.2.1 Determination of Relevant Variabies

High loads occur on screw propeUers during navigation in ice due to the interaction

between the propeller and submerged ice pieces that are in the propeller race.

Investigations have shown that these loads are dependent on the size and strength of

the ice pieces. geometric characteristics of the propeller. and relative motion between

ice and propeller.

When testing model propellers it is necessary to fulfil a number of conditions to

ensure similarity between the full scale and the model scale results. These conditions

include:

Geometric Similarity

Kinematic Similarity

Dynamic Similarity

Due to the presence of ice in the test program. an additional condition must be met to

ensure similarity. This condition is defined here as mechanical similarity. For

mechanical similarity, it is required that the ice properties scale between full·scale

and model scale.
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For these experimenlS, the variables required 10 maintain similarilY are discussed

below and a summary of the variables is given in Table 2 where L =Length, T =
Time and M = Mass.

For geometric similarity, the model propellers are constructed as smaller copies of

their full-scale counterpans. The geometric variables included in the analysis are me

propeller diameter and the depth of cut inlO the ice sheet. The depth of cut is included

to represent the extent of interaction between the ice and propeller.

To comply with kinematic Similarity, the ratio of speed of advance and the propeller

revolution rate must be the same for model and full scale. For this reason lKJth

variables are included in the dimensional analysis.

In addition, variables representing the fluid have to be included. These variables

consist of the dynamic viscosity and the density of the fluid. An additional variable

that could be included is temperature. Although small temperature changes occur

during the testing period (1-2 Ge) which can effect the density and viscosity, the

changes were considered minimal and ignored in the analysis.

For mechanical similarity, ice properties are required. The variables included in the

analysis are Young's modulus, compressive strength. flexural strength. shear strength

and the density of the ice.



In addition. gravitational acceleration and a frictional factor are included in the

dimensional analysis.

Variable Symbol. Units

Propeller Diameter D L

Depth of Cut h, L

Rotational Speed of the Propeller Shaft Iff

Speed of Advance V. UT

Gravitational Acceleration ur'
Dynamic Viscosity ~ M1(LT)

Mass Density of Water pw MIL'

Mass Density of lee p, MIL'

Young's Modulus of lee E M1(LT')

Compressive Strength of Ice Sc Mf(LT2
)

Shear Strength of Ice S, M1(LT')

Flexural Strength of Ice Sp M1(LT')

friction factor f

Propeller Thrust T MUT'

Propeller Torque Q ML'rr'

Table 2: Summary of Relevant Propeller-Ice Interaction Variables

2.2.2 Dimensional Analysis

The dimensions of physical quantities can be manipulated algebraically and the

results can be interpreted (Q provide a great deal of information about the physical

processes involved in the situations examined. This study is defined as the "method of
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dimensions" or dimensional analysis. II is useful in that it allows the engineer or

scientist to explore all possible avenues in attempting to define the problem at hand

and form a guide as to what results can be expected from a set of tests (Sharp et al.,

1992).

Propeller thrust and torque are the dependent variables under consideration, thus two

functional equations are developed from the relevant variables Iisled in Table 2. The

functionals describing the loads on the propeUer i.n terms of relevant ice properties

and blade geometry are given as:

[2J

(3)

To develop the non-dimensional equations for each of the dependent variables, the

method of synthesis developed by Barr, (1%9) was used. This method allows the

experimenter to guide the analysis towards a convenient solution while controlling

the frequency at which the dependent variables appear in the final terms. Linear terms

are first developed, then the non-dimensional tenns are developed from these linear
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Solving first for propeller thrust as the dependent variable, a Iota! of 23 linear

proponionalites exist to describe the problem and ate summarised in Table 3,

(v;p J' !.- .L [f.]'pg n'

(~J' (;:, ]' £ !.-
n-p pg pg

(~l' -"- (~Ji [;:,]'n gp-

m' V' L 0
g pv

!.L (;;, J' rtf h,
pg

(f.J' (.:' J' (,;;J'
Table 3; Possible linear Proportionalites for Thrust

Originally there are 9 variables (excluding density, friction and variables with units of

length). Therefore, to develop a correct dimensionally homogeneous equation, it is

necessary to choose 8 of the 23 derived linear proponionaliles. In addition, these 8

variables must be chosen such that they include all of the original variables.

Based on this, the following linear functional is developed.
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Taking equation (4], dividing through by 0 and compounding some of the additional

terms. the following non-dimensional equation can be developed foc the duust on a

propeller interacting with ice.

Conducting a similar procedure for the propeller torque parameter a non-dimensionaJ

equation can be developed fOl" the tofque on a propellet" interacting with ice.

As shown in equations [5] and [61. the same non-dimensional panmeters exist fOl"

both the thrust and torque.

Taking the square root of V2/gD produces a form of the Froude Number.
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[7]

Inverting "",pwVD and substituting v for ~Pw. a fonn of Reynolds Number is

obtained.

Rn =!:!!..
v

The advance coefficient is defined as VlnD.

J =~
nO

[81

[91

The degree of contact between the propeller and the ice can be defined as the ratio

between the depth of cut and the propeller diameter

A =!!L• 0 [IOJ

The non-dimensional parameter derived for propeller lhrust is defined as the thrust

coefficient,



[11)

and the non-dimensional parameter derived for propeller torque is defined as the

torque coefficient.

(12)

The following fOUT parameters associate the ice properties (compressive strength.

shear strength, flexural strength and Young's modulllS) with the propeller

characteristics.

[13)

Compressive ice strength is of particular importance for propeller-ice tests. For this

reason a non-dimensional parameter is defined for compressive strength.

[141
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As stated previously. when testing model propeUers it is necessary to fulfil a number

of conditions to ensure similarity belWeen the full scale and the model scale results.

Geometric similarity is realised by using a com:cliy scaled model of the propeller. A

model with the largest diameter practically possible should be constructed to

minimise scaling errors. In this experimental program. two propeller models were

used: a 250mm diameter nighly skewed propeUer and a 200mm. diameter

conventional ice class propeller.

Kinematic similarity can be acnieved by keeping the advance coefficient constant for

model and full scale. The advance coefficient ensures tnat the ratio between the speed

of advance and the rotational speed of the model is the same as for me full-scale

propeller.

For dynamic similarity. both the Reynolds Number and Froude Number must be

satisfied. but it is not possible to satisfy both of these conditions simultaneously at

model scale.

Froude number is important when gravitational effects are a concern. In this

experimental program. the propeller was cutting ice close to the surface. thus there

was some free surface effect. However, the free surface was minimal due to the fact
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that the ice sheet acted as a barner. thus scaling by Froude Number was not

necessary.

To scale by Reynolds number is unrealistic for model propeller testing in the ice tank.

as the required advance speed would be beyond the capabilities of the test equipment.

Reynolds number is imporunt when viscous forces are a concern. therefore to avoid

problems with Reynolds number it is important to ensure that the flow around the

propeller remains turbulent (Re 2': 2 xla'" according to mc, (978). Reynolds number

for each propeller was checked using equation [15],

R = Co.7SIl~V: + (O.751Zl'lD)!
, V (15J

where CO.7SR is the blade chord at O.75R. R is the propeller radius, 0 is the propeller

diameter, n is the rate of revolution. VA is the speed of advance of the propeUer, and v

is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity.

As free surface effects were considered unimportant, the shaft RPM was chosen as

high as practical, given the consttaint of the carriage speed. to provide the highest

possible Reynolds number for a given propeller diameter. Keeping the flow turbulent

during the lest period did not present a problem, as Reynolds Number ranged from
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approximately 32 x Ht to 4 x to'" over the range of speeds investigated. In this case

it was possible to get reasonable Rno.7 while still satisfying Fnp =Fnl.(.

Due to the presence of ice in the test program. an additional condition had to be met

to ensure similarity. This condition is defined here as mechanical similarity. For

mechanical similarity, it was required that the icc propenies scale between full scale

and model scale. This condition raises problems when it comes to model propeller

testing in ice and is discussed in the following section.

2.2.3 Scaling Concerns

Ice model tests are carried out when the situation under investigation is too

complicated to be tackled theoretically. Since the 1950's. ice tank model testing has

been dominated by ship-ice internetion where bending failure of ice has been the

main concern. Recently other forms of tests have been conducted and this widening

spectrum of ice model testing has detected deficiencies in the modelling teChniques

(Riskaetal., 1994-).

One such deficiency occurs when modeUing propellers and ice. For propeller-icc

interaction. failure mechanisms other than flexural. take place and are a concern. For

ship hull model testing in ice, the common practice is to scale velocity in accordance

with Froude number. Scaling in this manner establishes the follOWing relationships.
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F,. l L,.

~=(-"'-)=A
SI' l L,.

[16J

[17]

[181

Based on experimental results, the strength relationship developed applies for flexural

strength but a problem occurs when investigating compressive strength. During

model tests, propeller torque measurements are typically over~predicted compared to

full-scale torque, which can be attributed to several rhings including improper scaling

afme compressive strength of ice (Riska et aI.• (994).

Currently. there are problems in obtaining complete similarity between full scale and

model scale when modelling propeller-ice interaction. This problem is due to the fact

that it is currently impossible 10 properly model all the mechanical properties of real

ice wilh model icc. There has been recent work done to compensale for this problem.

as mentioned. but additional work in this area would be beneficial.
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This test program was not set up to model ice strength but rather vary it and see its

effects on the propeller loads. However, a method of extrapolating full-scale results

from the model results is described in Section 3.3.3.2. which is based on the

experimental resuhs and the preceding dimensional analysis.

2.3 Mod.1 Propeller Boat

The lest program was carried out in the ice model basin at the Enstitute for Marine

Dynamics (IMD). A detailed description of the ice tank facilities is presented by

Jones (1987). The propeller boat shown in Figure 7 was used for the test program. A

propeller boat is arranged to allow the propeUer to move in front of the boat in a

homogeneous velocity field. which is nearly undistuIbed by the flow of the boat. For

lhese experiments the propeller boat was mounted on the frame of the ice tank

carnage. which moved vertically so that the propeller could be positioned at different

depths. The propeller boat had been constructed for a previous experimental program

(Keinonen and Browne. 1990) and was modified for this test program. The

modifications included an extension to the propeUer shaft tube of an additional

350mm to provide a longer interaction time belween the propeller and ice without the

effects of the propeller boat hulL As well. a deflection plate was added to the bow of

the propeller boat to reduce the direct loads on the hull and help reduce ice sheet

wastage. A 3kW 3000 rpm electric motor. with a peak torque rating of 84 N-m. was

installed on the top of the boat. whicb drove a 3:1 ratio bevel gearbox. rated at 108

N-m at a 2400 rpm input speed_ The output shaft from the gearbox was rigidly
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connected to the dynamometer. which was used to measure the shaft thrust and torque

loads and the output shaft of the dynamometer was connected to the inboard end of

the propeUer shaft by a small stub shaft. Two bearings. one at either end of the

propeller shafl tube. supponed the propeller shaft. A schematic of the propulsion

shafting system is shown in Figure 8.

~-~$1;\ E5±~I~-~
i Z<l7S

PI AN @ A-A

Figun:: 7: Schematic of Propeller Boat
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Figure 8: Propulsion System Schematic

2.4 Model Propellers

2.4.1 Caribou Propeller

The propeller used was a 250mm diameter model of rhe highly-skewed controllable

pitch propeller fitted to the MIV Caribou. The propeller is classed as a Lloyd's lA

Super. The lest propeller was provided by KaMeWa and had the characteristics

presented in Table 4. A photograph of the model is provided in Figure 9. The MIV

Caribou is an ice-class Ro-Ro ferry that operates between Newfoundland and Nova

Scotia year round. The M/V Caribou and her sister ship, the MIV Joseph and Clara

Smallwood, can each accommodate over 300 automobiles and up to 1200 passengers.

They are Canada's largest ferries and among the biggest of their class in the world.
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Figure 9: Cariboll Propeller

Number of Blades

DIameter

Design PitchlDiameter

EAR

Skew angle

0.250m

1.320

0.511

SOo

Table 4: Caribou Propeller Particulars

2A.2 R-Class Propeller

The propeller used was a 200mm diameter model of the fixed pitch propeller fitted to

the Canadian R-Class ice-breakers. This propeller model was used for previous

experimental programs investigating the propeller ice intcraction problcm (Walker

1996, Doucet, 1996). The R-Class propeller characteristics are given in Table 5 and a

photograph of the propeller is provided In Figure 10.
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Figure 10: R-Class Propeller

Number of Blades

Diameter

Design PitchlDiameler

EAR

0.20 m

0.779

0.670

Table 5: R-C1ass Propeller Particulars

2.5 IMD Ice Tank Facility

The following section gives a brief description of the major components of the IMD

Ice Tank Facility. A more detailed description of the facilities and its capabilities has

been presented by Jones (1987). The overall dimensions of the ice tank are

summarised in Table 6 and a schematic of the ice tank and components are shown in

Figure 11 for clarity.
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Figure 11: Ice Tank Layout

le"gth

Width

Depth

76m

12m

3m

Table 6: Overall Tank Dimensions

To ensure that the ice properties remained unifonn for the test program, the usable ice

sheet was decreased to 60m in length by 6m wide. An additional 15m long set-up area

was located at one end of the ice tank., separated by a thenna! barrier door to allow for

equipment set-up witHe an ice sheet is growing.

The ice tank towing carriage is an 80 tonne steel sUUCture with dimensions of 15m in

lenglh, 14.2 m wide and 3.96m high with an operating speed ranging from 0.02 to 4.0
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m/s. The test frame has the capabilities to move transversely and vertically to make

efficient use of the ice sheet.

In addition. a separate hydraulically driven service carriage with speeds of up to 0.5

m1s in either direction can be used for ice control and measLUement work.

2.6 Model Ice

For the eXperimental program. EO!ADlS model ice was used. [t is a diluted aqueous

solution of ethylene glycol (EG), aliphatic detergent (AD), and sugar (S). The model

ice was developed by the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and is

described in detail by Timeo (1986).

Two distinct ice sheets were used in the test program: one for the Caribou propeller.

which had a Utickness of approximately 90mm and a target flexural ice strength of

lOOkPa and one for the R-Class propeller, wttich had a thickness of approximately

60mm and a target flexural strength of 6OkPa. A thicker ice sheet was used for the

Caribou propeller test program to provide for the range of ice cut depths lested.

Figure 12 defines cut depth into the underside of a level. stationary ice sh.eet. To

investigate ice strength effects during the tcst program, repeat tests were conducted at

different intervals of the day as the strength of the model ice decreased gradually over

the coarse of the test period.
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Figure: 12: Definition of Cut Depth

2.7 Instrumentation

The experimental data measured during the test program were collected using [wo

different data acquisition systems on board the ice tank carriage.

The primary measurements coUected during me experimental program were shaft

thrust, shaft torque, carriage speed, and shaft speed. To measure mese variables the

sensors were connected to a telemetry signal conditioner unit (TSCU) which provided

excitation for the thrust and OOfque sensors and fillered the signal. Excitation was not

required for the motor tachometer and carriage speed signals. Through an analog YO

cable, the TSCU was connected to an YO Daqbook f 200 Data Acquisition System
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where the signals were converted from analog to digital and then fed through a

parallel port cable to an Industrial PC Telemetry server (200MHz Pentium Processor).

From the Industrial PC, the signals were uansfened to an Alpha workstation where

the data could be analysed.. A high sampling rate of 5000Hz was used because of the

high rotational speed and the need to get many data points over a bladelice contact

period. The sampled data was filtered at 1000Hz.

The dynamometer used to measure shaft thrust and shaft torque was manufactured by

Sensor Developments Inc. The dynamometer's load measuring capacities were

specified to be 890 N of thrust and 113 N'm of torque, with 100% overload capacity

and a maximum rpm of 1200.

The data acquisition syslem was calibrated in-situ, with the exception of the

dynamometer. The dynamometer was calibraled using the manufacturer's calibrations

and validated with pre-dctennined thruSI and torque loads.

All of the test tuns were recorded on videotape by an above ice video camera. Early

attempts 10 use underwater video camera were frustrated by poor visibility caused by

submerged pieces of ice. As well, ice pieces for each tun were collecled, measured

and photographed to ensure acCUl'3te cut depths.
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To record the vertical position of the propeller. a potentiometer was connected via a

NEFF lnsnuments Signal Processing System. Through an interface cable. the

potentiometer was connected [0 a NEFF System 620 Series 300 Signal Conditioner

system. which provided excitation for the sensor. The sensor output was filtered and

digitised by a NEFF System 620 Series 100 amplifierffiltedmultiplexer and then

displayed in the ice tank control room [0 assist the operator in setting the vertical

position of the propeller. The sampling frequency was set at 50Hz and mtered at

10Hz to eliminate high frequency noise.

2.8 Test Program

2.8.1 Set-Up Procedures

Before the start of the test program and with the carriage stationary, the shaft bearings

were run in by turning the shaft over slowly.

As well. the frictional torque in the shaft bearings was measured throughout the test

program by conducting regularly scheduJed friction tests. Each friction test involved

replacing the propeller with a dummy hub. submerging the apparatus and running

through a range of different shaft speeds with the teSt shaft speed as the mean. The

friction lests were then used to account for friction in the torque resuJts when

analysing the data..



Another set-up procedure required cutting a path in the ice sheet for each run. The

path was cut to control the amount of ice used in each run and to prevent wastage of

ice. It was noticed in the early stages of the lest program that the ice sheet would lift

as the propeller boat came into contact with it. This would in tum cause the sheet to

lift up from the propeller and vary the depth of cut, affecting the thrust and torque

readings. To counteract this problem, the ice sheet along the test path was pre-cut so

the ice blocks would break away from the main ice sheet as it came into contact with

the boat. This procedure worked well and was used for the entire tesl program.

2.8.2 Caribou Propeller: Test Program

For the Cadbou propeller test program. lhe tcst matrix was designed to investigate the

ice milling loading condition and 10 cover the contact and non-contaet components of

the propeHer ice interaction. A full range of loading conditions were investigated.

which accounted for variations in advance coefficient and cut depth. The test program

was subdivided into five sets of experiments 10 investigate cut depth and advance

coefficient and each test series is described. It was initially intended 10 investigate the

effects of ice strength but as the model propeller was damaged during the test

program it was not possible 10 adequately investigate the ice strength effects with the

Caribou propeller. The damage experienced by the model and a comparison with the

full-scale propeller is presented in section 3.2.5.
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Series 1 investigated the effect of cut depth while operating at a constant advance

coefficient (J=O.30) and nominally constant ice strength. A number of test runs were

conducted for cut depths ranging from a minimum depth of Ilmm to a maximum of

6Omm. The cut depth was controlled by the vertical position of the test frame and

load data was collected over the ice milling period. The cut depth setting was checked

by taking samples of the cut ice. The test matrix for Series 2 is summarised in Table

7.

Variable

h.(mm}

Sc(kPa}

Range o/Test Values

0.3

lL. l5, 19. 31. 36.40.45.46,41,53.53,60

ISO

Table 1: Test Matnx for Sencs 1

Series 2 considered the effects of advance coefficient on thrust and torque. Three

different runs, each at a different depth of cut, were made in the series. For each run.

the advance coefficient was varied from J =0.1 to 0.8 in steps of0.1. These tests were

done in rapid succession so that ice strength variations were minimal. [n addition,

running in rapid succession helped reduce variation in results due to deviations in

depth of cut. The test matrix for Series 2 is summarised in Table 8.
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Ran,e 01Test Vailln

0.1 to 0.8. steps of0.1

30.46.70

170. 168. 130

Table 8: Test Matrix for Series 2

Series 3 was the same as Series I with the exception of a change in advance

coefficient. For this series of tests. advance coefficient was kept constant at. J ::: 0.50

while the depth of cut was changed from approximately 14mm to 67mm.. A total of 8

runs were conducted including a repeat run to examine the repeatability of the test

program. Table 9 presents the test mattix for this series.

Variable

h,(mm)

Sc(kPa)

Range olTest Val.es

0.5

14.22.34.40,48.49.50,67

160

Table 9: Test Mattix for Series 3

Series 4, like Series 2. investigated the effects on thrust and torque due to variations

in advance coefficient. Three rons at different depth of cut values were made with the

advance coefficient ranging from J = 0.1 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1. Series 4 was conducted

in order to check the repeatability of the test program and investigate changes in

thrust and torque due [0 variations in ice strength by comparing the results of series 4

with those of series 2. The test matrix foc series 4 is illustrated in Table 10.
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Variable

h,(mm)

Sc (kPa)

Ranle ofTest VGlun

0.1 to 0.8, stcps of 0.1

25,48

147,145

Table 10: Test Matrix for Senes 4

Series 5 of the test program was similar to series 1 and 3 eltcept the advance

coefficient was held constant at I =0.70. The depth of cut varied from approximately

19mm to 72mm and a total of 7 runs were conducted to investigate the effects of cut

depth on propeller thrust and torque. The test matrix is provided in Table I L

Variable

hl(mm)

Sc(kPa)

RAnge ofTest Values

0.7

19,27,46,48,54,56,72

138

Table 11: Test Matnlt for Senes 5

In addition to experiments investigating propeller-ice interaction, open water

experiments were conducted with the Caribou propeller. The open water tests were

conducted in the Ice Tank. A total of 15 runs were completed with advance

coefficients ranging from I = 0 to 1 = 1.4 at steps of 0.1 while measuring carriage

speed, propeller rate of rotation, propeller thrust and propeller torque. Shaft friction

torque was measured at the start and the end of the test program by replacing the

propeller with a dummy hub and running the shaft over a range of rotational speeds



with the lest rps as the mean. Test runs were conducted at every other specified speed

starting from the lowest speed and moving to the highest speed and then continued

from the highest speed to the lowest speed filling in the gaps. At the beginning of

each run. with the carriage Slapped and the shaft rotating at the specified rps. thrust

and torque measurements were made to record the ballard pull values. These values

were used as a check for each run as there should have been minimal change in the

ballard readings during the test program. To correct for the effects of friction on the

propeller torque. the shaft friction torque measurements were plotted versus rps and a

mean tine drawn through them. The mean line at the test rps determined the friction

associated with each test run. The propeller torque was calculated by subtracting the

test friction from the mean test value of shaft torque. To present the data, the non

dimensional propeller coefficients advance coefficient. thrust coefficient, torque

coefficient were used.

2.8.3 R-ChJSs Propeller: Test Program

For the R-Class propeller test program, the test matrix was designed to investigate the

ice milling loading condition and to cover the contact and non-contaet components of

the propeller ice interaction. No variation in depth cut was made for the R-Class

propeller tests. but tests were done over four quadrants of operation and an

investigation of ice strength effects was possible. Measurements were made of shaft

torque and thrust. shaft speed and advance speed. As with the Caribou propeller tests,

a range of model ice strengths and ice mechanical properties were measured
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throughout the test program. To define the four quadrants of propeller operation. a

sketch is shown in Figure 13.

o;,~o~ of o;fe<:""~ of

~= ~~

C8S- C8S-
(NO!<jct'vO! A"v"nce Speed) (POSlt,ve Advance Speed)

QUQcrant 2 Quadrant 1

0;"'0,""" of o;re"'io~ of

~- ~-
(Pasi!jve AdvOf1ce Speed) (Negot,ve Advonce Speed)

Quadront 3 Quadrant 4

Figure 13: Four Quadrants of Propeller Operation

Quadrant 1 is defined as the propeller in the forward operating condition where the

advance speed is positive and the shaft is rolating in a positive direction. Quadrant 2
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is defined as a negative advance speed with a positive shaft speed. Quadrant 3 is

defined, as the operating condition where the advance speed is positive while the

shaft speed is negative. Quadrant 4 is defrned as the reversing conmtion where both

the advance speed and the shaft speed arc negative.

To reduce inaccuracies in results due to variations in cut depth and ice strength, the

test runs for each quadrant were conducted in rapid succession and contained eight

points for the lower values of advance coefficient and four points for the higher end.

Tests were completed in successive order for each quadrant. and repeats were carried

out to observe the effects of ice strength. After each run, an ice sample was taken to

confinn the cut depth and the propeller boat was repositioned using the potentiometer

for the next run.

As quadrant I is the most frequent operating condition, it was the most analysed in

the test program. During the test period, a total of six runs were completed for

quadrant 1 (runs L, 2, 3, 9, 10, and 15). Runs I, 2, and 3 were conducted at the

beginning of the test day, runs 9 and 10 took place later in the test period and run 15

was conducted a[ the end of the test day as an extra run [0 observe ice strength effects.

The test matrix for runs in quadrant Lis shown in Table 12.
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Run NumlHr J Sc(lcPa) la, (mm)

Run 1 0.1 to 0.8 step 0.1 93 24

Run 2 0.8 to 1.0stepO.L 91 24

Run3 0.05 to 0.75 step 0.1 89 24

Run 9 O.l to 0.8 step 0.1 66 25

Run 10 0.8 to 1.0 step 0.1 66 25

Run 15 0.1 to 1.0 step 0.2 58 24

Table 12: Test Matrix for Quadrant 1

For quadrant 2, two independent runs (run 4 and run 13) were performed to

investigate the propeller operating from 1 = -0.05 to 1 =..0.4 in steps of -0.05. FO(" the

test program the propeller boat was mounted to the ice tank carriage so that the test

could only be conducted in one direction. To simulate the negative advance speed

required for quadrant 2 testing, the propeller was oriented in a manner opposite to that

of traditional propeller boat tests. The test matrix for quadrant 2 is provided in Table

13.

Run Number

Run4

Run 13

J

-0.05 to -0.4 step -0.05

-0.05 to .0.4 step -0.05

Sc(1cPII)

84

60

ladmm)

24

25

Table 13: Test Matrix for-Quadrant 2

Similarly, two independent runs (run 5 and run 14) were conducted for quadrant 3.

This part of the test program was developed to investigate the thrust and torque



experienced due to the propeUer operating with a positive advance speed but a

negative shaft rotation. which. is an operating condition that occurs during emergency

situations (crash stopping). or during ramming cycles. The advance coefficient range

was J =-0.05 to -0.4 in steps of .a.05, as for the quadrant 2 tests. The test matrix is

shown in Table 14.

Run Number

Run 5

Run 14

J

-0.05 to -0.4 step --0.05

-0.05 to -0.4 step --0.05

Sc(kPII)

80

'9

hdmm)

25

26

Table 14: Test Matrix for Quadrant 3

The advance coefficient range for quadrants 2 and 3 were kept lower than that for

quadrants I and 4 to avoid extreme conditions in which the model might be damaged.

For quadrant 4 (reversing condition), the advance coefficient was investigated from J

= 0.1 to 1.[. A total of 5 tcst runs were conducted in quadrant 4 (Runs 6, 7, 8, 13 and

14) to investigate the propeller loads while operating in reverse. As with other tests.

effects of ice strength were observed by repeating runs 6 and 8 (runs L3 and 14).
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Run NumHr J Sc(kPa) Ad..".)
Run 6 0.1 to 0.8 step 0.1 73 26

Run 7 0.8 to 1.0 step 0.1 71 26

Run 8 0.05 to 0.75 step 0.1 70 26

Run 13 0.1 to 0.8 step 0.1 65 2'
Run L4 0.8 to 1.0 step 0.1 64 2'

Table 15: Test Matrix for Quadrant 4

Previous work with the R-Class propeller included open water hydrodynamic tests

(Luznik, 1994). The results from that work have been included here to observe how

propeller thrust and torque arc affected by the presence of ice.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Results & Discussion

3.1 Objectives

The objectives of Uris chapter are to display and present a discussion of the results

from the experimental program. The chapter is subdivided into two main components:

the results from the Caribou propeller test program and the results from the R·Class

propeller test program. Each of the variables investigated is presented and discussed

in the relevant subsections.

3.2 Results: Caribou PropeUer Test Program

For the Caribou propeller test program. the test matrix was designed to investigate the

ice milling loading condition. A full range of loading conditions were investigated,



which accounted for variations in advance speed and cut depth. rn addition, an open

water test program was conducted to determine the petformance characteristics of the

model propeller in an unrestricted unifonn flow.

3.2.1 Open Water Test Results

To present the data, the non-dimensional propeUer coefficients: advance coefficient,

thruSt coefficient, torque coefficient and open water efficiency were determined using

equations 19 through 22 respectively,

J=~ [19J
"D

K r = P..~D~ [20]

K Q =P..~DJ [211

".=~ [22J
2nK,
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where VA. is the speed of advance of the propeller, which is equal to the carriage speed

as there is no wake effect, n is the shaft rotational speed, 0 is the propeller diameler and

pwis!he water density, which is IJ)025 kgfm3 for tests inlhe ice tank.

The propeller open water performance Iesults are presented in Figure 14. Through both

the thrust and torque coefficients, 3"'" order polynomials have been fitted and show a

good correlation. The results are similar to those of a B-Series propeller with a PIO of

L.3. The ballard pull values of KT and Kq are 0.8 and 0.06 compared to 0.53 and 0.095

for the B...series and the maximum efficiency is 0.8 compared to 0.76 for the B-Series

propeller. Compared 10 other highly skewed propellers the open water efficiency and

ballard pull values are reasonable (Harvald, 1983).

Propeller Coefficents vs. Advance Ratio

Figure 14: Open Waler Performance Curves for Caribou Propeller
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3.2.2 Distribution of Load durilllg Conblrt Period

At a sampling rate of 5000 Hz. milling test times of Detween 2 and 3 seconds gave

10000 to 15000 collected data points. which gave a clear piclUre of the load variation

during a milling evenl. The time series for the milling event during run S3_T53J05 is

shown in Figure IS, where thirty consecutive blade passes through the ice can be

detected from the shaft torque time history. Run S3_T5_1I05 consisted of a test that

involved an advance coefficient of J = 0.5 and a cut depth of approximately 48mm

from the tip of me propeller blade (A..t= 0.19). In addition to the time rnstory, the

probability density histograms of me thrust and tOtque loads for this run are given in

Figures 16 and 17. For each [est run, the maximum and minimum values were

detennined and 50 evenly spaced cell ranges were constructed between the extreme

data points. This procedure was conducted for each test run and time histories and

histograms for additional test TUns are provided in Appen~ A for review.

::::C:{;~~0~~J\~ 1

::,:C;~Vv~v~Y:v 1



,
O •.ln

;,

Figure 16: Thrust Density Distribution for ron S3_T5_005

Figure 17: Torque Density Distribution for run S3_T5_005
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From Figure 16 it can be seen that during the contact period. the shaft thrust

distribution is close to normally distributed The same type of distribution was found

to occur for the majority of the runs while the range of distribution was dependent on

the magnitude of the loads measured: the larger the loads. the larger the range. For

low values of torque. the disttibution behaved in a similar manner to the thrust. For

runs, like that shown in Figure 17, where the tocque loads were relatively high, the

torque distribution tended to have a larger range. For runs that had lower values of

torque, the loads tended to be more cOOcentTaled and the range was less wide.

3.2.3 Variations in Cut Depth

To investigate the effects on propeller thrust and torque due to variations in cut depth,

series 1. 3 and 5 of the test program were conducted. Advance coefficient was held

constant at J = 0.3,0.5 and 0.7 respectively while the depth of cut was ch.anged. The

cut depth was set using the vertical potentiometer and verified by measuring ice

samples taken from the test run. Examples of these ice pieces is shown in Figures 18

and 19.
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Figure 18: Ice Sample # I

Figure 19: Ice Sample #2

The resuhs from series 1,3 and 5 are presented in Figures 20 and 25. The solid black

circles represent the experimental means for the thrust and torque coefficients and the

solid line through these points represent lines of best fil. The open circles represent

the maximum values measured dunng the test program and the open triangles
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represent the minimum values measured. Dashed lines represent lines of best fit

through the maximum and minimum values for each coefficient, and a solid line is

used to represent a line of best fit through the mean values.. In addition, the open

water values for the thrust and torque coefficients at each J are plotted as a solid

horizontal line, which can be used a reference.

KTversus Ad

IKr 20 J .. 030andKs .. 4132

1
1611:~trnKtl

11.0 MUK\I ,t__.-_o

I::-"~
0.4 &- ..._~ -Z"-~-.- MoA

0.300.250.200.15
A'

0.100.05

0.0 +--_--~-----_-_----1

0.00

Figure 20: KT V$. A.:. for J = 0.3 and Ks == 41.32
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Ko versu,s Ad
J ",0.30 and Ks-41.32

Ka 0.5 "7'==::==;------------;:--,

0.300.250.200.15
A.

0.100.05

0.3

0.4

0.0

0.1

0.2

·0.1 -'--------------------'

0.00

Figure 21:~ vs. A.i for 1 = 0.3 and Ks = 41.32

1.0
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0.100.05
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Figure 22: KTVS. A.i for 1:::0.5 and Ks =36.70
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Figure 23: ICQ vs. A.,. for J =0.5 and Ks =36.70
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Figure 24: KT VS. J...i for I = 0.7 and Ks "" 31.68
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Figure 25: Kq vs. A..i forJ =0.7 and Ks =31.68

Operation of the propeller at a constant advance coefficient for a range of A..i resulted

In an approximately linear relationship between both the mean KT and ~ versus Ac!.

This is illustrated in Figures 20 and 21 for J = 0.3, where the slopes of the mean KT

and mean Kq versus A..i lines are

t:J(T {1 =0.3)=2.61""'. [23J

aKa (J = 0.3) = 1.02""'. [24)
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Corresponding slopes for mean KT and ~ versus A.t at J = 0.5 were 3J16 and 1.04.

Likewise. for J =0.7 the slopes were 3.30 and 1.12. The maximum and minimum

values followed trends similar to the mean values. Funher, the difference between the

mean and maximum values. and the mean and minimum values is approximately

equal. This reflects the underlying oscillatory behaviour of the loads about a single

mean value.

3.2.4 Variations in Advance CodIkient

Series 2 and 4 considered the effects of variation in advance coefficient on propeller

thrust and torque. Three runs at different cut depths were made for each series with

the advance coefficient ranging from J = 0.1 to 0.8 in increments of 0.1. Each test was

done in rapid succession to minimise the effects of ice suength variations. Figures 26

to 35 represent the thrust and torque coefficients versus advance coefficient for

different values of A.i. The solid black circles are the experimental means for the

lhrust and torque coefficients and the curves through these points are 31<1 order

polynomial lines of best fit. The open circles are the maximum values measured

during the test program and the open triangles are the minimum values. The Lines of

fit through the maximum and minimum data points are 31<1 order polynomials. The

open water curves for thrust"and torque coefficients are ploned on the respective

charts for reference.
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Figure 26: KT VS. J for A.! =0.10 and Ks =33.42
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Figure 27: ICQ V$. J for A.! =0.10 and Ks = 33.42
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Figure 28: KT vs. J for A.i =0.12 and Ks = 39.48
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Thrust Coefficient vs. Advance Coefficient
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Figure 32: KT vs. J for A..i =0.19 and K.s =33.68
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Figure 33: 1CQ vs. J for A..i =0.19 and Ks = 33.68
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Figure 35: I<Q VS. 1 for~ = 0 28. and Ks =30.70
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Starting at low advance coefficient, the mean thrust coefficient f'int increases until a

maximum is reached at approximately 1 = 0.3 to 0.4, then it diminishes gradually,

approaching a value of zero above 1 =0.8. This behaviour in the thrust load. occurred

for all of the runs except forme run at a cut depth of 48.3mm Q...s =: 0.19). During lhis

run, ice blocks slipped prior to contact with the propeller blades which caused the

thrust and torque loads to behave erratically.

The same trend can be seen in the mean torque coefficient, which has a maximum

reading at approximately J =0.4 then decreases as advance coefficient increases, but

does not drop to zero over the range of J investigated.. Why the thrust and torque

loads behave in this manner can be attributed to the load mechanics behind the

propeller-ice contact, which is described in the next paragraph.

For the portion of the mean load curves that are above the open water curves. the

resultant load acts on the pressure side of the blade. as shown in Figure 36a. creating

an increase in both the IOtal thrust and torque loads. When the mean KT curve

intersectS the open water curve the resultant force acts close to the leading edge of the

blade, as shown in Figure 36b. such that there is a torque component to the contact

load. but the thrust component is, on average. insignificant and the total thrust load

consistS of only the hydrodynamic componem. As advance coefficient increases

above this point, the resultant force moves back along the suction side of the blade, as

shown in Figure 36c, creating at first a negative thrust component combined with a



positive torque component Eventually the resultant force shifts far enough along the

suction side. as shown in Figure 36d, that both the thrust and torque components can

go negative.
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Figure 36: Location of Resultant Contact Force

In addition. the experiments indicated that the thrust and torque loads are oscillatory.

The thrust load displayed maximum and minimum loads with equal components to

either side of the mean load, while the torque displayed unequal components to either

side of the mean with the maximum component being the larger. This finding

supports the statement made by Bose et a1. (1997) who suggested that the ice load is

primarily oscillatory in nature and fatigue implications should be considered in the

design approach.



3.2.5 Comparison of Model Damage to Full Scale Damage

Outing the course of testing, the model propeller sustained damage to the blade lips,

which caused the test program to be cut short. and did not allow for a complete

investigation of ice strength effect as had been planned. Observations showed that the

blade tips were bent backwards and the leading edge of the blades had fonned a cup

about the pressure side of the blade. Figures 37 and 38 are shown to illustrate the

damage to the model propeller. Additional photographs are presented in Appendix B.

Tip Damage

Figure 37: Damage to Model Propeller
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Tip Damage

\
Tip Damage

\

Figure 38: Damage to Model Propeller

The test run during which the model was damaged involved an advance coefficient of

J =0.8 while cutting ice at a A.J of approltimately 0.28. Although this was a rather

high load case, it was not considered extreme and it raised questions regarding the

full scale propellers. Through conversation with the propeller manufacturers and the

vessel owners it was learned thai the 5.25m propellers onboard the MN Caribou and

the MN Joseph and Clara Smallwood had sustained damage during operation. Upon

examination of the propellers it was found that the damage to the full scale propellers

was very similar to thai observed on the model propeller. Figures 39 and 40 illustrate

the damage to the full scale propellers. Appendix C contains additional photographs

of the full scale damage.
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Figure 39: Damage to Full Scale Propeller

Figure 40: Damage to Full Scale Propeller
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Based on these observations, questions can be raised with regard to the strength

requirements and blade tip design of Itighly skewed propellers meant for operation in

ice. It would appear that Itighly skewed propellers are susceptible to damage.

particularly at the blade tips, wlten operating in suclt conditions. Future design of

these propellers could involve limiting the extreme skew or redesigning the blade tips

such that the thickness and perhaps chord length at the tips is increased, which would

increase their ability to withstand this loading and possibly avoid the tip bending

illustrated here.

3.3 Resulls: R·Class PropeUer Test Program

For the rour-quadrant test program, the (cst matrix was designed to investigate the ice

milling condition and cover the contact and non-eontact components of the propeller

ice interaction using a conventional ice-class propeller. No variation in cut depth was

made, but tests were done over four quadrants of operation. As with the Caribou

propeller tests, a range of model ice strengths and ice mechanical properties were

measured throughout the test program. Previous work with the R-Class propeller

included open water hydrodynamic tests (Luznik, 1994-) and the results from that

work .have been included to observe how propeller thrust and torque are affected by

the presence of ice. The results from the R-Class propeller test program are presented

in the follOWing subsections.
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3.3.1 Distribution of Load duriDl eo.tact Period

To examine how the load is distributed during conlllCt, the same measuring set-up

used in the Caribou propeller test program was employed. The time series for the

milling event for a section of run Rl_TCT8_()()l is shown in Figure 41. where

approximately seventy consecutive blade passes through the ice can be detected. The

sample was recorded at an advance coefficient of I =0.3 and a cut depth of25mm (A.t:

= 0.125). In addition to the time history. the probability density ltistograms of the

thrust and torque loads for this run are given in Figures 42 and 43. For each test run.

the maximum and minimum values were determined and 50 evenly spaced cell ranges

were constructed between the extreme data poinlS. This procedure was conducted for

each. test run. Additional time histories and load density distributions are presented in

Appendix D.

:::l::~~+~~~~~~J

.,:l~:~~~].
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Figure 43: Torque Distribution during run Rl_T1_T8_(XH
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Like the results obtained during the Caribou propeller tests. the distribution was

dependent on the magnitude of the load measured. The larger the load, the larger the

unsteadiness of the load and in tum the wider the range. Where the torque loads wcre

relatively high, thc IOrque distribution was more broad.ly spread and showed a

tcndency towards a double peaked distribution. This was possibly a result of two

primary torque peaks resulting from hydrodynamic loads and ice contact loads.

3.3.2 Open Water Test Results

As stated. open water hydrodynamic tests were previously conducted with the R

Class propeller (Luznik. 1994). An uncertainty analysis of the experimental results

(Bose and Luznik, 1994.) indicated Icvels of uncertainty in the thrust coefficient of

±O.ool-O.(Xn. for torque coefficicnt ±O.OOO3-0J)004 and for the advance coefficient

approll.imately ±O.OO2-O.004. The results from the open water tests of the R-Class

propeller are plotted in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Open Water Performance Curves for R-C/ass Propeller

3.3.3 Quadrant 1: Test Results

Quadrant I is defined as the propeller in the forward operating condition where the

advance speed is positive and the shaft is rolating in a positive direction. As quadrant

I is the most frequent operating condition. it was also the most investigated. A total

of 5 oms were completed. Two main variables were investigated: the effects of 1 and

the effects of Sc. The results are presented in the following subsections.

3.3.3.1 Variations in Advance Coefficient

For the lest runs in quadrant I. the cut depth was held constant at 25 nun 0-..1 =0.125)

while the propeller was run the length of the ice tank over a range of 1.1 was varied
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by fixing the shaft speed and varying the advance speed of the propeUer. TIle test

series was conducted at three different ice strengths: 9lkPa. 66kPa and 58kPa. The

results fOT each value of Sc are presented in Figures 45 to 50. The solid black circles

represent the experimental means fOT the KT and ~ and the solid line through these

points represent lines of best fit. The open circles represent the maximum values

measured during the test program. the open triangles represent the minimum values

measured and the lines through each of these data sets represent lines of best fit for

the maximum and minimum KT and KQ. In addition. the open water performance

curves are plotted on the applicable charts. Each of the lines fitted through the data is

modelled by a 31'11 order polynomial.
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Figure 45: KTvs. 1 forK,s =32.6
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Figure 47: KT Y5. J for Ks = 23.7
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Figure 48: KQ YS. J forKs =23.7
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Figure 50: 1<Q vs. J for Ks ::: 20.8

Staning at low advance coefficient, the lhrust coefficient increases until a maximum

is reached at approximately J ::: 0.3, then it diminishes gradually. going zero at

approximately J ::: 0.6 for Sc ::: 91kPa, 1 ::: 0.65 for Sc = 66kPa and 1 ::: 0.7 for Sc =

58kPa. The same trend can be seen in the mean torque coefficient, which has a

maximum reading at approximately J ::: 0.3 then decreases as advance coefficient

increases. With the decrease in J, the point at which torque coefficient goes negative

decrease from J::: 1.0 for Sc::: 91kPa, J =0.9 for Sc = 66kPa and J = 0.8 for Sc:::

58kPa.

In comparison to the open water thrust coefficient, the mean thrust coefficient for the

R·Class propeller behaves similarly to the Caribou propeUer. The mean KT curve is
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larger in magnitude at low J, but with increasing J the mean KT curve inlersec;ts with

the open water KT curve and the open wate£ KT becocnes the larger of the two

coefficients. The mean ~ curves also demonstrate a similar behaviouc to that

experienced with the Caribou propeller, except the tests were done over a high

enough range of J for the R-Class propeUer to cause the mean ~ curve to go

negative. Why the ice causes an original increase in the lotaI. load then graduaJly

decreases can be attributed to the load mechanics behind me propeller-ice contact as

described in section 3.2.4.

In addition, Ihe experiments indicated that the thrust and torque loads for the R·Class

propeller are oscillalory, which agrees wilh the Caribou propeller findings. The thruSI

load displayed maximum and minimum loads with equal components to either side of

the mean load, while the lorque displayed unequal components to either side of the

mean with the maximum componenl being the larger.

3.3.3.2 Variation in Ice Strength

To investigate the effects of ice strength, tests at three different ice s~ngths are

compared: 91kPa. 66kPa, and 58kPa. For each run, Ihe cut depth was held at 25mrn

(A..! ::: 0.125) and the same range of1 was investigalcd for each. The results from these

tests are shown in Figures 51 to 54.
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Figure 51: Mean KT vs. J (Ice Strength Effects in Quadrant 1)
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Figure 52: Mean KQ 'IS. J (Ice Strength Effects in Quadrant l)
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Figure 53: Max KT vs. J (Ice 5uength Effects in Quadrant I)
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Figure 54: Max iCQ \IS. J (Icc Strength Effects in Quadrant I)
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Other than the maximum KT data at large values of 1, the thrust data behaved in such

a manner that would suggest that ice strength has little effect on thrust. A 27% change

in Sc resulted in only a 3% change in mean KT and a 7% change in the max KT.

Conversely, there was a much larger change in the torque reading with the variation

in ice strength. indicating that torque is highly dependent on the ice strength. A 38%

change in Sc resulted in a 32% change in the mean I<Q and a 29% change in the max

I<Q. The data in Figures 51 and 52 is replotted in Figures 55 and 56 showing the

propeller thrust and torque coefficients versus compressive ice strength index for

different constant values of1.

353020
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Figure 55: KT versus Ks for values of J
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Figure 56: KQ versus Ks for values of J

As illustrated in Figure 55. variations in the compressive ice strength index (Ks) have

minimal effect on the thrust coefficient while Figure 56 suggests that the torque

coefficient is linearly related to changes in the compressive ice strength index. The

dimensional analysis conducted in Chapter 2 showed that thrust and torque

coefficients for a marine propeller operating in ice can be represented by equations

{5] and (6] respectively. Each of these equation consist of linear functions of Froude

number. Reynolds number, advance coefficient. depth of cut ratio. compressive

strength index and ratios of ice mooulus. ice tensile and flexural strengths to

compressive strength.
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Ignoring the KT and ICQ resulls for 1 = 0.1 and 0.2, the results support a linear

variation of KT and ICQ versus Ks with a slope of -4.21 x lo-J on average foc KT and a

slope of 321 x 10-) on average for~ For these results Froude number. Reynolds

number and deplh of cut ratio~ all constant for each advance coefficient tested.

The experimental propeller performance at low advance coefficient such as 1 = 0.1

and 1 =0.2 is less rt:liable than at higher advance coefficient due to the large angles of

attack. of the propeller sections in this condition and the very low speed of advance.

The latter in particular can be important in propeller-ice work as at these very low

advance speeds. modelling the ice block: acceleration ahead of the propeller

accurately is difficult and this can have a large influence on the propeller loads.

Making the assumption that the last ttuee variables developed in the dimensional

analysis have only minor effects on the propeUer loads and compressive strength is

the governing ice property when investigating propeUer..jce inteBCtion. it is possible

to extrapOlate the results to full scale and make estimates of the thrust and tcxque

loads of the full scale propeller for different values of compressive ice strength.

The full scale propeller has a diameter of 4. 12m and a shaft rotation of 2 rps. Taking

Sc =6MPa. 4MPa and 2MPa, PI =9OOkgfm) and keeping h.tD = 0.125, K.<i is

calculated to be 98.2, 65.5, and 32.7 respectively. The KT and ICQ curves for the

values of K.s at full scale are plolted with the model Ks.values in Figures 51 and 58.
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As expected, the full-scale extrapolations have a similar form to the model results on

which they were based. The model scale results fall within the full-scale

extrapolations as the compressive ice sm:ngth index for the model results fall within

the values calculated for full scale. For the higher full-scale compressive ice

strengths. the results are an extrapolation. Model tests at higher ice strengths are

required to fill in the gaps. Full scale data in ice of lenown sm:ngth and for known cut

depth would help validate the extrapolations. Model scale data for other cut depths

would be beneficial and expand the work.

Based on the test results, the following equations can be derived to demonstrate an

initial relationship between the full and model scale KT and ~ values for this

propeller at a cut depth ratio ofh[1D =0.125.

[19j

[201

3.3.4 Quadrant 2: Test Results

Quadrant 2 is defined as the propeller having a negative advance speed in

combination with a positive shaft speed It is defined as an off-design condition but

one thal is relevant as some vessels. like icebreakers. operate in these conditions

while manoeuvring or during ramming operations. Two independent runs were
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pcrfonned to investigate the propeUer operating from J = -0.05 to J = .Q.4 at steps of

-0.05. Two main variables were investigated: the effects of advance coefficient and

the effects of ice strength. The results of both are presented in the following

subsections.

33.4.1 Variations in Advance Coefficient

Operation of the propeUer at a constant cut depth over a range of advance coefficient

resulted in close to linear relationships for both thrust and torque versus advance

coefficient as illustrated in Figures 59 and 61. In addition, operation in quadrant 2 led

to much. larger thrust and torque loads on the propeller than those recorded in

quadrant L This result is of concern as the majority of the design methods proposed

for the design of ice class propellers use the loads encountered in quadrant 1 as their

design criteria. From the results presented here, it would appear that this might not be

the most appropriate design criterion, as it is not the operating condition where the

propeller receives its maximum loads.
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Figure 61: KT vs. J for Ks =30.13

The: KQ Ys.l rOt" Ks = 30.13 is not shown as problems were encountered with the data

acquisition system during this test run and it was not possible to collect lhe torque

dala.

3.3.4.2 Variations in Ice Strength

As previously stated,. problems were encountered with the torque data acquisition

during one of the runs and it was not possible to repeal this run at a laler date, so the

effects of icc strength on torque in quadrant 2 are not presented. However, it was

possible to acquire the thrust data and the ice strength effects on the mean and max

thrust coefficients are presented in Figures 62 and 63.
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[n the above figures. the KT versus J curves are plotted for two different values of

compressive ice strength: 84kPa and 6OkPa. From the results it was concluded that ice

strength variation has minimal effect on the propeUer thrust during operation in

quadrant 2. A 29% change in Sc resulted in only a 7% change in the mean KT and a

5% change in the max KT•

3.3.5 Quadrant 3: Test Results

Quadrant 3 is defined as the propeller having a positive advance speed in conjunction

with a negative shaft speed. Two independent runs were performed 10 investigate the

propel1er operating from I =-0.05 to J = .().3 at steps of -0.05. Two main variables

were investigated: the effects of advance coefficient and the effects of ice strength.

The results of both are presenled in the following subsections.

3.3.5.1 Variations in Advance Coefficienl

The results of quadrant 3 proved 10 be similar to those of quadrant 2. Operation of the

propeller in quadrant 3 resulted in close to linear relationsh..ips for both thruSt and

torque versus advance coefficient. as illuslnlled in Figures 64 to 67. With the increase

in load magnitude, the load coefficients developed a larger range, which. lead to h..igh.

loads on the propulsion system. Like the loads experienced in quadrant 2, the high.

loads associated with quadrant 3 operation are not accounted for in the current design

rules for ice class propellers. As stated previously, these findings raise concern and
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indicate that current design models may require modifications before they can be used

reliably for- all states of operation for-the design of ice-class propeUets.

It is recognised that quadrants Z and 3 are off-design operating conditions and nonnal

vessel manoeuvres do not involve these quadrants. but there are instances when

vessels are in these situations i.e. icebreakers during rnmming cycles or crash

stopping during emergencies. If propellers are to be designed to survive ice contact

during operation then it is necessary to design propellers to withstand the maximum

probable loads they could encounler- during operation and for- some ice-class

propellers these loads occur during quadrant 2 and 3.
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Figure. 64: KT vs. J for Ks == 28.70
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Figure 66: KT VI. J for K.s =21.16
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Torque Coefficient vs. Advance Coefficient
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Figure 67:~ vs. J for Ks = 21.16

3.3.5.2 Variations in Ice Strength

To investigate the effects of ice strength. two runs were completed in quadrant 3 at

two values of compressive ice strength: 80kPa and 59kPa. The maximum. and mean

KT and 'KQ versus J for eacl1 run are presented in Figures 68 to 71. Based on the

presented data. the propeller thrust behaves differently in quadrant 3 compared to

quadrant l. The propeller thrust is affected by variations in ice strength and increases

with an increase in ice srrcngth. As there is no previous work. with which to compare

this result. it is not possible to confirm this relationship. A 26% change in Sc resulted

in a 23% change in the mean KT and a 40% change in the max KT.
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Up to a point. the ~ curves behaved as witnessed in other quadranlS. but as the

absolute J increased the curves began to diverge. which was not witnessed in quadrant

t. Over the range of J investigated. a 26% change in Sc resulted in a 34% change in

the mean KT and a 60% change in the max KT • The change in the loads due to Sc

becomes larger the higher J is investigated because of the divergence in the curves.

Why KT and~ behave in this manner could be due to how the propeller and the ice

interact during operations in quadrant 3. At lower J (i.e. > J "" -0.3). the propeller

could be acting as more as an indenter rather than a cutting tool allowing the ice

strength to have a greater effect on both load coefficienlS than it would if the

propeller acted as a cuning tool.

Mean Thrust Coefficient vs_ Advance CoeffICient
K,

0.0 r-----------~---~--_,

-0.2 I °Sc: .. aOkPa I
-0.4 eSc: .. 59 kPa

-0.6

-0.6

·1.0

0.0-0.1-0.1-0.2-0.2-0.3-0.3

-'.2 '- ..J

-0.4

Figure 68: Mean KT V5. J (EffcclS of Ice Strength in Quadrant 3)
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Mean TOlque CoeffICient vs. Advance Coefficient
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Figure 69: Mean ICQ vs. 1 (Effects of Ice Strength in Quadrant 3)
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Figure 70: Max KT liS. 1 (Effects of Ice Strength in Quadrant 3)
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Figure 11: Max~ vs. J (Effects of Ice Sm:ngth in Quadrant 3)

3.3.6 Quadrant 4: Ttst Results

Quadrant 4 is defined as the reversing condition. For quadrant 4, the advance

coefficient was investigated from J =- 0.1 to LI and a total of 5 lest runs were

conducted to investigate the propeUer loads. As with the other quadrnnts. two main

variables were investigated: the effects of advance coefficient and the effects of ice

strength. The results of both are presented in the following subsections.
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3.3.6.1 Variations in Advance Coefficient

For the lest runs in Quadrant 4. the cut depth was held conslant at approximately 25

mm ().,,; =0.125) while the propeUer was run lhe length of the ice tank over a range of

J. The test series was conducted at two different compressive icc strengths. Sc =

7LkPa and Sc =63kPa. The KT and ~ versus J plots for each compressive ice

strength arc presented in Figures 72 to 75. The results obtained in quadrant 4 arc

similar in magnitude 10 the results of quadranl I but behave in the opposite direction.

The solid black cirdes represent the experimental means for the thrust and torque

coefficients and the solid line lhrough these points represent lines of best fil. The

open circles represent the maximum values measured during the test program. lhe

open triangles represent !he minimum values measured and the lines through each of

these data sets represent Hnes of best fit for the maximum and minimum thrust and

torque coefficients. Each of the lines fitted through the data is modelled by a 3'" order

polynomial.
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Thrust Coefficient vs. Advance Coefficient
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Figure 74: KT V$. J for K.s = 22.96
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Figure 75: IiCQ V$. J for Ks =22.96
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3.3.6.2 Variations in Ice Strength

As staled, tests were conducted atlWo different ice stn::ngms: 71kPa., 63kPa. Foreaclt

run, tile cut depth was held at 25mrn <Ad = 0.125) and the same range of J was

investigated for each. The max and mean KT and KQ versus 1 are presented in Figures

76 to 79 to investigate the effects of compressive strength.

1.21.00.80.40.2

Mean Thrust CoeffICient vs. Advance Coefficient
KT

0.5 r----;:===:;-------;:-l
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0 +---_--_--_--,6:L.--_-----1

'-0.1

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4-0.5 L- --'

0.0

Figure 76: Mean KT vs. J (Ice Strengtlt Effects in Quadrant 4)
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Figure 77: Mean~ V$. J (Ice Strength Effects in Quadrant 4)
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Figure 78: Max. KT V$. J (Ice Strength Effects in Quadrant 4)
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Max Torque CoeffICient vs. Advance CoeffICient
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Figure 79: Max ICQ vs.] (Ice Strength Effects in Quadrant 4)

As iIlustnned in the above figures, it is not: possible to confinn the effects of ice

strength in quadrant 4. Although it appears that there is linle variation in the results,

which would indicate a minimal effect of ice strength, it must be noted that the range

of ice strength investigaled in this quadrant was small: 8kPa. As there were time

constraints during testing, not enough time was available between repeats in quadrant

4 to reduce ice strength funher between runs. As stated previously, quadranl 1 was

the most frequenl operating condition, thus efforts were made to get the maximum

strength differences to occur between runs in that quadrant. [n doing so testing of ice

strength effects in quadrant 4 was limited.
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3.3.7 Overall Pkture of Four Quadrants

To illustrate the propeller thrust and torque loads in the four quadrants and how they

compare to one another, Figures 80 to 83 have been provided. The maximum and

mean load coefficients have been ploued versus advance coefficient. For each run the

cut depth was held at 25mm O-d = 0.125) and the variation in ice strength was

approximately 7kPa. It varied from Sc =66kPa in quadrant 1 to Sc =59kPa in

quadrant 3. The plotted results neglect this small change in ice strength.

Mean Thnlst Coefficient vs. Advance Coefficient
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Figure 80: Mean KT vs. J in Four Quadrants
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Mean Torque CoeffICient vs. Advance CoeffICient
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Figure 81: Mean 1<Q vs.I in Four Quadrants
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Figure 82: Maximum KT vs. I in Four Quadrants
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Malt Torque CoeffICient vs. Advance CoeffiCient
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Figure 83: Maximum KQ vS.J in Four Quadrants

As illustrated in lhe plots. the loads experienced in quadrant 2 and 3 arc much larger

than those experienced in quadrants I and 4. In addition, the loads in quadrants 2 and

3 are close to linearly relar:ed to advance coefficient while the loads in quadrants I

and 4 show close to cubic relationships.

Based on the results of this test program. it would appear that modification should be

made to existing design models to take into account the severe loads that some ice-

class propeUers may experience during operations in quadrants 2 and 3 if damage is

to be avoided.
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ChapterS

Conclusions

The main results from two series of propeller-ice interaction tests in an icc tank have

been reported. Recently proposed methods for dimensioning ice-class propellers have

focussed on the more traditional ice-class propeller geometry and arrangements so

that unconventional designs, such as highly skewed propeller blades, have been

c:<cluded and must be treated as special cases. Also, these design methods arc based

on work that has concentrated on propeller operation in quadrant I, which may not

necessarily be the correct criterion as the loads experienced in quadrants 2 and 3 are

both larger than the loads experienced in quadrant 1.

To address some of these issues, an experimental investigation was undertaken in the

ice tank at the Institute: for Marine Dynamics (IMD) using two different propeller

models. A model of the propeller on the passenger ferry MY Caribou was tested
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specifically to investigate a high.ly skewed propeller under ice loading over a range of

operating and ice conditions. The second propeller tested was a more conventional

ice-class propeller from the R-C/ass icebreaker which was tested over a wide range of

operating conditions to give loading characteristics in all four quadrants.

Measurements were made of the propeller advance speed, shaft speed. shaft thrust

and shaft torque. A major improvement in this test program. compared to previous

work. included using a much higher sampling frequency of 5000Hz. The higher

sampling frequency aided in developing a clearer picture of the propeller-ice

imeraction and the loads experienced by the propeller due to these interactions.

The Caribou propeller test program investigated two main parameters: the effects of

cut depth and the effects of advance coefficient. The test program resulted in two

imponant conclusions. First, a close to linear relationship exists between propeller

toads and the depth of cut into the ice piece. The deeper the cut depth. the greater the

thrust and torque loads. Three values of J were investigated and the same trends were

found for each series. At low cut depths. the mean values of thrust and torque were

approximately equal to the open water hydrodynamic components and increased

proportionally with the increased depth of cut. These results can be used by design

methods to investigate propeller classes by defining the classes in terms of design ice

thickness and estimating the exposure of propellers in termS of the operational

profiles of the different classes. Secondly, the propeller loads were found to be
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strongly dependent on the propeller's operating condition. The thrust and torque

relationships against advance coefficient initially increased relative the open water to

a maximum at a I =0.3 to 0.4. Above this value of I, the KT and 1<Q reduced. steadily,

eventually approaching or dropping below the open water hydrodynamic values. The

trends in the data showed that a zero value of KT and ~ would be re;ched at an

advance coefficient value lower than that experienced in open water, wfLich would

indicate that the contact component of the load acts in the opposite direl:tion to the

hydrodynamic component at higher values of I. In addition, the experiments

indicated that the thrust and torque loads are oscillatory, which supports suggestions

that these propellers should be designed to withstand fatigue from the oscillating load.

Overall. highly skewed propellers behave in a similar fashion to conventional

propellers interacting with ice, but questions can be raised with regard to their

strength requirements and especially their blade tip design. ffighly skewed propellers

appear to be susceptible to damage. If these propellers are meant for use in ice

conditions, it may be required to limit the extreme skew or redesign the blade tips to

increase their ability to withstand loading and possibly avoid the tip bending

illustrated here.

The focus of the experimental work involving the R-C/ass model was 10 provide

insight into propeller-ice interaction in off-design conditions and investigate the

effects of ice strengths. Tests were conducted in all four quadrants of propeller
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operation and the main result from the test program was quadnnt 1 is not the

operating condition where propellers experience the greatest loads and may not

necessarily lead [0 appropriate loads in proposed design methods. Based on the

experimental results, quadrants 2 and 3 both experience loads greater than those

experienced in quadrant L Although quadrants 2 and 3 are considered off-design

conditions, it must be acknowledged thai: an ice class vessel can find itself in these

conditions during its operating life. Propeller design should not be entirely based on

quadrant 1 toads; the design criteria should be based more on the exposure of a

propeller to each condition. If the vessel spends a proportion of its operating life in

these off-design conditions, then it should be required that the propeller be designed

for those loads. Exactly what proportion of its operating life is deemed reasonable is a

decision that would need to be made by the regulatory bodies. Consequently, the

results of this test program suggest that modifications should be made to existing

design models to take into account the severe loads that some ice-class propellers

may experience during operations in quadrants 2 and 3.

From the tests investigating variations in compressive ice strength it was concluded

that thrust is minimally effected by variations in compressive ice strength while the

torque load demonstrates a higher dependence on compressive ice strength. A

dimensional analysis showed that thrust and torque coefficients for a marine propeller

operating in ice are dependent on a set of non-dimensional coefficients including

Froude number, Reynolds number, advance coefficient. depth of cut ratio,
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compressive ice strength index, and ratios of ice elastic modulus. ice tensile and

flexural suengths to compressive s[fCngth. Using lite test ~sults, together with results

From the dimensional analysis. a method to extrapolate the thrust and torque

characteristics to Full scale ice compressive strengths was described.

The work presented here is the first published ice tank work that has investigated

highly skewed propellers and Four quadrant operations in ice. Additional work in both

lItese areas would be beneficial. Paniculady if more sophisticated models could be

used, which allowed the experimenters to instrument the blades and obtain data as 10

how the blades react directly to interaction with ice.
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Figure 85: Thrust Distribution during run SlA_TCOOl
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Figure 86: Torque Distribution during run S lA.-T UJOI
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Figure 87: Time Series for Run SIA_TI_OO3
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Figure 90: Time Series for Run S3_T5_005
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Figure 92: Torque Distribution during run S3_TS_OOS
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Figure 94: Thrust Distribution during run S5_TI3103
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Figure 95: Torque Distribution during run S5_TI_OO3
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Figure 96: Time Series for Run S5_T5_005

Figure 97: Thrust Distribution during run S5_T5_005
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Figure 98: Torque Distribution during run SS_T~;U)OS
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AppendixB

Photographs of Damage to Model PropeUer
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Figure 99: Photographs of Model Propeller

Figure 100: Photographs of Model Propeller
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Figure 101: Photographs of Model Propeller
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AppendixC

Photographs of Damage to FuU Scale PropeUer
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Figure 102: Photographs of Full Scale Propeller

Figure 103: Photographs of Full Scale Propeller
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Figure 104: Photographs of Full Scale Propeller

Figure 105: Pholographs of Full Scale Propeller
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AppendixD

Sample Time Histories and Load Density

Distribution for R-Class Propeller Test Program
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Figure 107: Thrust Distribution during run R2_T9_T12_<XH
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Figure 108: Torque Distribution during run R2_T9_TI23X)l
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Figure 109: Time Series for Run R4_T2l_T283101
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Figure 112: Thrust Distribution during run R5_T29_TItU)(JI

Figwe 113: Torque Distribution during run RS_T29_1'36_001
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Figure 115: Thrust Distribution during run R6_T37_T443101
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Figure 116: Torque Distribution during run R6_T37_T44_001
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